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Godrej Kitchen Systems has always pioneered advanced design 
solutions that add beauty as well as effortless functionality to 
your kitchen. Every product and component is carefully crafted, 
taking into consideration the unique requirements of the Indian 
kitchen and home maker. 

Taking this tradition of intuitive design further, we now bring 
you the revolutionary SKIDO, an innovative range of drawers, 
organisers, corner solution, undersink solution, and grain 
storage. Creating space, increasing productivity, saving time and 
energy, this is our latest offering. Finally, Indian kitchens have an 
elegant as well as efficient answer for their storage needs. 
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hink Indian. 
Indian cooking is elaborate and needs a diverse array of pans, kadhais, tavas, masala 
boxes, plates, thalis and various other utensils. None of these can be accommodated 
by foreign-made baskets and accessories.
 
A good-looking kitchen is a delight but what’s more important is an easy-to-use 
kitchen. So, at Godrej, we undertook extensive research to study Indian kitchens and 
the different styles of cooking and storage needs.

The resultant deep insights helped us to create the SKIDO range of innovative kitchen 
storage solutions that make the lives of Indian homemakers easier and better.

Think Innovation.
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What is available in the market ?
Kitchen baskets designed for western cooking needs.

Western solutions 
don’t answer
Indian needs.

Messy kitchens are a result of poor design.

How do I fit my chakla, 
belan and kadhai  in an 
organised manner? 
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Let us see how  
SKIDO solves  
this problem.
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No need 
for tools.

Easy snap-fit 
method.

Changes with 
your needs.

Place it as 
you wish.

Optimum 
utilization 
of space.

Put it back 
in place  
effortlessly.

Flexible to 
fit in any 
drawer.
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The drawers are the heart  
of a modular kitchen.  
Possessing strength and 
ensuring convenience, SKIDO 
drawers make cooking a smooth 
and organised experience. 
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Stainless Steel Wire Drawers TM

Innovative thinking 
that solves
real problems.

SKIDO brings design intelligence to kitchen baskets. Inspired by our 
patented design and bolstered by special stainless steel plus (SS+) 
material strength, our SKIDO drawers are a storage innovation that 
delivers strength, durability and flexibility to your kitchen.
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Slim Ergo 
Godrej presents an evolved range of Slim Ergo. This range of organisers 
is a storage innovation to make life easier. Slim Ergo drawer channels 
are designed to offer you the flexibility of different sizes. Once you have 
purchased the board and laminate of your choice. This range of (drawer 
system) channels will assist you to build perfect size drawers based on 
your needs. 

Note: We have designed these channels to provide optimum size 
variations. The wooden (board) drawer is not a part of the offering.
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38 x 50.6 x 10cm  | 4221
43 x 50.6 x 10cm  | 4223
48 x 50.6 x 10cm  | 4224
53 x 50.6 x 10cm  | 4225

38 x 50.6 x 15cm  | 4226
43 x 50.6 x 15cm  | 4227
48 x 50.6 x 15cm  | 4228
53 x 50.6 x 15cm  | 4238

Each drawer is available in three heights - 10cm, 
15cm and 20cm and four widths - 38cm, 43cm, 
48cm and 53cm. These help bring perfection to your 
kitchen storage.

38 x 50.6 x 20cm  | 4239
43 x 50.6 x 20cm  | 4240
48 x 50.6 x 20cm  | 4265
53 x 50.6 x 20cm  | 4266
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12.1 X 45cm | 4045
12.1 X 50cm | 4046
12.1 X 55cm | 4047

12.1 X 45cm | 4048
12.1 X 50cm | 4049
12.1 X 55cm | 4050

8.9 X 40cm | 4181
8.9 X 45cm | 4338
8.9 X 50cm | 4339
8.9 X 55cm | 4340

8.9 X 40cm | 4182
8.9 X 45cm | 4341
8.9 X 50cm | 4342
8.9 X 55cm | 4343
 

AnthraciteAnthracite

White
White

18.9 X 45cm | 4051
18.9 X 50cm | 4052
18.9 X 55cm | 4053

18.9 X 45cm | 4054
18.9 X 50cm | 4061
18.9 X 55cm | 4062
 

Anthracite

White

40cm | 4183
45cm | 4344
50cm | 4345
55cm | 4346

40cm | 4184
45cm | 4347
50cm | 4348
55cm | 4349

Anthracite WhiteSquare Rail

The range of Slim Ergo drawers channels 
are available in 4 depths:
40cm, 45cm, 50cm and 55cm.

This range also offers square rails 
that can be used to extend the height.

Channel sizes for Slim Ergo drawers
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Rust resistant SS+ 
construction.

4 Point drawer 
fascia mounting 
provides easy 
alignment.

Capsule mounts, 
for fast and parallel 
slide mount.

Strong supporting 
members at the base for 
more load bearing.
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Greater load capacity, 
upto 40kgs

Smooth operation 
with soft close

Stylish 
support rails

Sleek side panels
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Whether it is a wire basket 
or Slim Ergo drawers, 
SKIDO organisers are a 

smart choice for an  
Indian kitchen. 
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Cutlery Organiser 
Now let’s see how 
SKIDO upgrades the 
kitchen experience...

Intelligent
17



Cutlery Organiser

Problem

Solution

In the baskets currently 
available, a lot of 
kitchen cutlery isn’t 
easily accessible to 
the user. This leads to 
clutter and confusion. 
For example, when you 
need a spatula, you 
find it buried under 
other cutlery! Odd-
shaped serving spoons 
are difficult to extract. 
Also, lack of flexible 
partitions create rigid 
spaces which are 
restrictive and difficult 
to access.

With the SKIDO Cutlery Organiser, things are different. Now all the cutlery 
is visible, neatly placed and easily accessible. Its adjustable partitions 
offer you the ability to customise according to your needs. Your belans, 
chimtas, kadchis, zaras and spoons can be easily stored, putting an end to 
cutlery clutter. Easy to remove and clean, the Cutlery Organiser helps you 
to neatly arrange odd-sized cutlery.
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Possible layouts for Cutlery Organiser

38cm 
Drawer  | 4267

43cm 
Drawer  | 4268

10cm 
Tray | 4269

10cm + 38cm 
48cm Drawer

10cm + 43cm 
53cm Drawer

The SKIDO Cutlery Organisers come in 2 
widths: 38cm and 43cm. 
An additional 10cm tray helps to maximise 
space when used in the 48cm drawers. The 
cutlery organiser consists of 1 base tray and 
4 cutlery partitions.

Cutlery  
Partition

Cutlery 
Base Tray
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TM

Smart and 
interchangeable  
flaps for partitioning.

Universal Cutlery Organiser
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More space means more 
cups and saucers.

Cup and Saucer
Organiser 
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Cup and Saucer Organiser

Every household has 
more cups, saucers 
and mugs than a 
conventional cup and 
saucer drawer can 
hold. There are no 
demarcated spaces to 
accommodate mugs 
and cups of different 
shapes and sizes. This 
causes a lot of storage 
space to be wasted.

The SKIDO Cup and Saucer Organiser is a simple but efficient solution.  
It comes with an easy-to-carry tray that aids in efficient space utilisation 
by placing all the cups, saucers, and mugs in a neat manner. Fixing the 
problems of oddly-shaped cups, the Cup and Saucer Organiser is a 
much-needed design innovation. The additional easy-to-carry tray utilises 
the vertical storage space, doubling the cup storage capacity. 

Problem

Solution
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The Cup & Saucer Organiser 
consists of 1 wire frame, 
1 easy carry tray and 2 
locators. This set is suitable 
for 38cm, 43cm, 48cm and 
53cm drawer sizes.

Easy Carry 
Tray

Cup Saucer 
Frame

Cup Saucer 
locator

The additional easy-to-carry tray utilises the vertical 
storage space, doubling the cup storage capacity.

38cm 
Drawer | 4270

43cm 
Drawer | 4270

48cm 
Drawer | 4270

53cm 
Drawer | 4270
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Universal Cup and Saucer Organiser

TM

Smartly creating 
extra space.

The Cup & Saucer Organiser consists of one wire 
frame, one easy carry tray and two clamps.

 Code | 3151
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Thali Organiser All my thalis, 
firmly in place.
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Thali Organiser

Thalis come in various 
sizes which make 
optimum space 
utilisation difficult.  
It is a major hassle to 
take out those smaller 
thalis amongst the 
bigger ones. Also, the 
thalis cause an irritating 
rattling noise.

Problem

Solution

The SKIDO Thali Organiser brings neatness to the thali storage.  
It comes with a tab-like component (thali separator) that press-fits 
into the wire drawer. The thali separator can slide on the wire guides 
and can stop thalis from rolling and rattling. Additionally, it has space 
for serving glasses which are mostly used in tandem with thalis.
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38cm 
Drawer | 4275

43cm 
Drawer | 4275

48cm 
Drawer | 4276

53cm 
Drawer | 4276

Currently thalis and plates
are stored this way, leaving 
space unutilised.

Wasted space.

SKIDO Thali Organiser stores 
thalis efficiently and ensures 
more space utility.

Thali 
Locator

Thali 
Separator

Glass 
Holder

Thali 
Frame

Thali Organiser 
consists of 1 wire 
frame, 6 adjustable 
thali separators and 
4 locators. This set is 
available in two sizes 
15 for 38cm & 43cm 
drawers and 19 for 
48cm & 53cm drawers.
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TM

Smart flaps 
for adjustable 
partitioning as 
well as firmly 
holding thalis.

Universal Thali Organiser

Variant | 15
Code | 3155

Variant | 19
Code | 3156

Thali Organiser consists of 1 wire frame, 
adjustable Thali separators and 2 clamps.
The organiser is available in two variants 15 & 19  
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Fry Pan Organiser Now that’s what I 
call innovation.
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Fry Pan Organiser

The fry pan is the 
most problematic of 
kitchenware. In most 
households, pans are 
stacked one on top of 
the other, which means 
each time you take out 
a certain pan, a lot of 
scratching and rattling 
happens. This can 
damage the pan and its 
annoying to the ear.  

An innovative solution designed with smart thinking, the SKIDO Fry 
Pan Organiser is a uniquely-designed component that holds the pans 
in place by their handles. The SKIDO fry pan organiser clamps the 
pan-handles in its flexible soft touch holder while storing them in the 
drawer. This helps in the efficient use of storage space, allows easy 
access, prevents entangling of pan handles and also keeps the pans 
from getting damaged.

Problem

Solution
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38cm 
Drawer | 4277

43cm 
Drawer | 4277

48cm 
Drawer | 4278

53cm 
Drawer | 4278

Fry Pan
Frame

Fry Pan 
Locator

The SKIDO Fry Pan Organiser clamps the pan-handles in its 
flexible soft touch holder while storing them in the drawer.

Soft Touch 
Holder

Fry Pan Organiser 
consists of 1 frame, 1 
soft touch holder and 
2 locators. This set is 
available in two sizes 
15 for 38cm & 43cm 
drawers and 19 for 
48cm & 53cm drawers. 
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TM

Innovative 
solution to avoid 
scratching and 
piling up.

Universal Fry Pan Organiser

Variant | 15
Code | 3157

Variant | 19
Code | 3158

Fry Pan Organiser consists of 1 frame, 
1 soft touch holder and 2 clamps. This 
set is available in two variants 15 & 19 
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Kadhai / Wok
Organiser 

No sliding. 
No clanking.
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Kadhai / Wok Organiser

Often stacked in the 
bottom drawer, kadhais 
(woks) are placed one 
over the other, making  
it difficult to access  
the one required. Due 
to its big size, kadhais 
occupy a lot of space 
and can be cumbersome 
to take out.

The Kadhai Organiser helps in efficient space utilisation and is 
suitable for all wok sizes. It helps you to access your kadhais easily 
and also minimises the rattling noise.
The SKIDO Kadhai / Wok Organiser assists in vertical placement of 
the kadhais. A unique and innovative solution. 

Problem

Solution
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The SKIDO Kadhai / Wok Organiser uses only half  
the space in the drawer and offer easy accessiblity.

Kadhai / Wok Organiser 
is suitable for 38cm, 
43cm, 48cm and 53cm 
drawer sizes.

Kadhai / Wok 
Organiser

38cm 
Drawer | 4279 

43cm 
Drawer | 4279

48cm 
Drawer | 4279

53cm 
Drawer | 4279
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TM

A small but 
cleverly designed 
piece that 
completely 
changes Kadhai 
storage.

Universal Kadhai / Wok Organiser

Before After

Code | 3159

Kadhai / Wok 
Organiser
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The convenient way 
to organised cooking.

Container
Organiser
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Storing containers is 
a big issue because 
they come in unwieldy, 
shapes and sizes. Lack 
of convenient and 
flexible space dividers 
inside the drawer leads 
to clutter and space 
wastage. Finding those 
tiny chutney containers 
or dabbas becomes  
a hassle.

The SKIDO Container Organiser is a kitchen novelty. It comes with 
smartly designed flaps that easily snap onto the wire component. You 
can also segregate the containers by sizes which lets you pick what 
you need quickly and easily. Your tin and steel containers will no longer 
be an eyesore. With the Container Organiser and sliding partitions, you 
get the flexibility to choose an arrangement that works for you. The 
partition guide can be set up in different positions as well. 

Container Organiser

Problem

Solution
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Container Organiser consists of 2 wire partition 
guides, 4 adjustable partitions and 2 side mounts. 
This set is available for 38cm, 43cm, 48cm and 
53cm drawer sizes.

Possible Container Organiser layouts:

Side 
Mounts

Partition
Guide

Adjustable
Partition

Adjustable
Partition

38cm 
Drawer | 4280

43cm 
Drawer | 4281

48cm 
Drawer | 4285

53cm 
Drawer | 4286 
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Universal Container Organiser
TM

Smartly designed 
flaps to partition and 
segregate containers 
of different sizes.

Container Organiser consists of two 
dividers, four divider caps and four 
adjustable partitions. The dividers are 
available in 70cm, which can be cut to 
desired size.

Code | 3160

Divider Caps

Adjustable
Partition

Divider
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Jars and Bottles 
Organiser 

Store dals, masalas, 
snacks, biscuits and 
more with ease.
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Jars and Bottles Organiser

Masala containers, jars, 
boxes, etc. are kept 
together in the same 
basket. Small, short, 
and flat containers are 
spread over multiple 
baskets resulting in poor 
utilisation of space. 
There is also no easy 
way to use the vertical 
storage space in the 
drawer.

SKIDO offers a clever solution by creating a mezzanine level. 
A solution to de-clutter: the SKIDO Jars and Bottles Organiser lets 
you easily arrange a wide variety of masala bottles, oil jars, flat short 
containers, tiffin boxes, ready to eat food packets, etc with three trays 
that bring order and neatness. Its specialty is the smart utilisation of 
vertical space in the drawer. The easy-to-carry tray can be used to take 
masalas to the cooking area in the kitchen.

Problem

Solution
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The SKIDO Jars and Bottles 
Organisers come in 4 widths: 
38cm, 43cm, 48cm and 53cm.

The ‘easy-to-carry’ tray can be used to take masalas to the 
preparation area.

Soft Grip

38cm 
Drawer | 4271

43cm 
Drawer  | 4272

48cm 
Drawer | 4273

53cm 
Drawer | 4274

Tray
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Universal Jars and Bottles Organiser
TM

Using vertical space  
to store more.

• To be used with slim ergo rails.

38cm Tray 
Code | 3152

43cm Tray 
Code | 3153

48cm Tray 
Code | 3154

The jars and bottles organiser set 
consists of three trays and one 
45cm rail. The high grade ABS tray is 
available in three widths: 38cm, 43cm 
and 48cm. 

Choose the correct support rail 
according to your drawer depth.
Depth | 50cm, Rail size | 45cm
Depth | 55cm, Rail size | 50cm

Tray

Support 
Rail

Soft Grip
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Continuous research to gain insights into Indian kitchen 
habits led us to design the Super Slideout Pantry and Super 
Corner Solution. 

This range further establishes Godrej’s commitment to 
design products that make the lives of users better.

SKIDO SUPER SOLUTIONS FOR 
EASY OPERATION BY GODREJ. 
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uper Cool Skido Range
The smart kitchen storage system from Godrej. 
We bring you more ideas as a part of the SKIDO range. 

• Super Slideout Pantry 
• Super Corner Solution 
• Super Swing Solution

Super Slideout Pantry 
Made of strong powder coated frame and high grade plastic 
trays, ‘Super Slideout Pantry’ is a concept that has never been 
seen in an Indian Kitchen. With just a slight push, the top and 
bottom trays slide-out, giving the user easy access and visibility. 

Super Corner Solution
Divided into three units - middle, right and left. Super Corner 
Solution offers flexibility for organization of L-type corner space 
as per your need. You can fix the middle unit with two slideout 
drawers and door mounted trays.
You could also have both the left and right hand side unit.  
The complete system offers you ample storage in a space  
that otherwise goes to waste.

Super Swing Solution
Another clever concept for utilizing straight corner space.  
High grade plastic trays swing out as you open the door and 
snugly fit back into the corner. Easy to use and super easy  
to access.

TM

Thumbs Up to the 
concept, engineering 
and design.
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New, Skido Super Solutions  
are here. Now save space  
and store more.

Super Slideout 
Pantry
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Another big convenience!  
The flat base keeps bottles, 
jars and other contents 
stable. No hassle of things 
getting stuck between the 
wires as in the case of 
traditional baskets. Intuitive 
handles are also present to 
push or pull the tray easily.

Smartly calculated drawer 
heights help to store contents 
according to their size. This 
ensures efficient use of space 
and convenient organization.

Provides lasting 
appeal and durability. 
Drawers have smooth 
edges which are easy 
to wipe/clean.
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≥50cm

28cm

≥7
0c

m

Minimum Space  
Requirement

Pullouts are generally 
used to make use of 
vertical space that 
appears between 
drawers. While cooking, 
pullouts are used 
frequently to access oil, 
masalas etc.  
This becomes a tedious 
task as the available 
pullouts with three 
shelves are rigid,  
as a result it hampers 
visibility and accessibility.

Problem

TM

Clever cascade 
design. Easy to 
store, super easy 
to use.The most unique and user-friendly solution from SKIDO. 

The Super Slideout Pantry, made of strong powder coated frame and 
high-grade plastic trays, the Super Slideout Pantry is what you need! 
With just a gentle push, the top and bottom drawers slideout sideways 
giving you full visibility of the contents and easy access to things. Pick 
what you need and continue to cook with ease. Super Slideout Pantry 
is here to assist you.  

Solution

Super Slideout Pantry

Super Slideout Pantry
Product Code | 5521
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Traditionally, baskets come with equal 
heights that leads to inefficient use of 
space. Items of all shapes and sizes 
then lead to clutter.

Thoughtfully designed & calculated 
heights of baskets help to organize the 
items efficiently.

Short
Jam bottles, pickles, 
masalas, cookies, 
spreads, etc.

Medium
Coffee, tea, chips, 
small jars, etc.

Tall
Cereal boxes, oil, 
vinegar, sauce bottles, 
items that need height.

Conventional Pullout Super Slideout Pantry

Equal Basket height wastes space. Smart drawer heights provide maximum space utility. 
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The whole unit can be rotated to suit Left Hand or Right Hand 
side usage. The symmetrical construction makes it easy for 
either LHS or RHS usage.

Better Visibility
The Super slideout pantry has a 
cascading display that gives the user 
complete visibility of the items stored.

Efficient Space Utilisation
Smart drawer spacing utilizes the 
vertical space available, efficiently.

Ease of Access
The step-like arrangement of the 
mechanism makes it easier to find 
& access required items.

Maximum Space Utilization
Varied drawer heights helps to organize 
the items conveniently according to their 
heights for efficient space utilization.

Payload  
Capacity 5 kg

Payload  
Capacity 20 kg

Payload  
Capacity 10 kg
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Super Corner 
Solution

I am so happy I can use the 
corner space so effectively.
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Sturdy powder coated 
frame, high grade 
injection molded plastic & 
special stainless steel for 
lasting appeal & durability.

3 modular units with 
unique arrangement 
to maximize corner 
space utility.

Pre-assembled 
units easy to 
install for the 
carpenters.
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An innovative and convenient solution from SKIDO range. 
Super Corner Solution is just what you need. The corner space that is 
generally wasted can now be used for more storage. This solution is 
available in three modular units Middle Unit and LHS, RHS. The SS wire 
drawers slide out with ease. Door mounted high grade plastic trays 
offer more storage. Customize with LHS or RHS to create extra space.  
All units are available separately. 

Solution

L-Type Corner Space
Sink away from corner

40cm

70
cm

51cm

Minimum Space Requirement

The corner space in the 
kitchen usually gets 
wasted as it is deep and 
dark below the counter 
top. Existing solutions 
do not resolve this 
problem. Most of the 
people store unwanted 
and seldom used things 
in this space leading to 
clutter. This becomes 
a perfect hideout for 
pests and insects.

Problem

Super Corner Solution TM

Unique design 
uses every inch 
of corner space.
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SUPER CORNER 
SOLUTION

Middle Unit with Trays

Pre-assembled unit with robust construction is easy to install 
for the carpenters. The frame is designed for high stability. 
Sturdy powder-coated frame and superior stainless steel 
drawers for a long life.
Door-mounted high grade plastic tray units give you  
quick access to small items (e.g. mittens, napkins, etc).  
As you open the door, the trays are fully visible. You can  
easily remove these trays for cleaning and place  
them back with ease.

Middle Unit with Trays

Payload Capacity 
15 kg each basket.

Payload Capacity 
1 kg each tray.

Middle Unit
Product Code | 5522
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SUPER CORNER 
SOLUTION

Left Hand Side Unit

Left Hand Side Unit

Pre-assembled unit is easy to install for the carpenters.  
The payload capacity is 10 kg per drawer. Store your 
surplus supplies along with other items. LHS offers you 
extra storage.

Payload Capacity 
10 kg each basket.

Middle unit shown here is only for reference.

Left Hand Side Unit
Product Code | 5524
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Right Hand Side Unit

Middle unit shown here is only for reference.

SUPER CORNER 
SOLUTION

Right Hand Side Unit

The side units are like pullouts that can accommodate excess 
groceries, extra items e.g. things used only on occasions.  
The unit can be pulled out completely to give clear visibility  
and easy accessibility.

Items that can be 
stored are surplus 
groceries e.g. 
extra oil, grains, 
sugar, pulses, etc.

Right Hand Side Unit
Product Code | 5523
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D-2

Flexibility

The Super Corner Solution is designed to give the user maximum 
storage to serve their needs. The LHS and RHS complete this system. 
Super Corner Solution offers the user flexibility to customize as per 
their need. As depicted in the illustration one can purchase complete 
system consisting of Middle unit with trays (D-1), LHS and RHS.

If they need to store one cylinder they can buy either the LHS or RHS 
unit (D-2) (D-3). In case one needs to store two cylinders, they may 
choose only the middle unit (D4). LHS and RHS units are  
available separately.

D-3 D-4

Middle Unit with one cylinder  
and RHS Unit

Middle Unit with two cylinders Middle Unit with one cylinder 
and LHS Unit

Left Side 
Unit

Middle 
Unit

Tray Unit

Right Side Unit

Top view of Unit

D-1 
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“Thoughtful and 
well designed. This 
is a ‘must have’ for 
all Indian Kitchens.”

Super Swing 
Corner
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2 uniquely shaped 
drawers to maximize 
the kitchen corner 
space utility.

Height adjustable 
units enable you 
to organise items 
according to their 
size and purpose.

Robust construction 
and smooth swing 
out mechanism 
has been designed 
for a pleasant user 
experience.
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Straight Corner Space
Sink next to corner

53cm

50cm51c
m

70
 -

 8
0c

m

Minimum Space Requirement

Utilizing corner space 
in the kitchen is a 
challenge. The rigid 
shelves available in the 
market do not serve 
this purpose. This 
space usually becomes 
a cluttered storage 
area where you can 
never find what you are 
looking for.

Problem

Super Swing Corner TM

Brilliantly designed 
trays are a boon for 
every kitchen.SKIDO introduces Super Swing Solution. Now you don’t have to worry 

about wasting the precious storage space. This design uses every inch 
of space very cleverly. On top of that you get the ease of access and 
visibility. The door mounted trays made of high grade plastic, swing out 
as you open and move back in place as you close them. Totally hassle 
free to use, super swing solution is an absolute kitchen essential.

Solution

Super Swing Corner
Product Code | 5525
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Construction of Inner and Outer Unit

Pre-assembled unit with robust construction is easy to install 
for carpenters. Inbuilt template is provided for easy alignments. 
The robust construction of the unit and smooth mechanism is 
designed for a pleasant user experience.

Door mounted  
outer trays made of 
high grade injection 
molded plastic.

Top view of Straight Corner Unit

Payload capacity is 
12 kg per tray. Items 
that can be stored are 
surplus groceries.

Separately operable 
inner trays.

Payload capacity is 15 kg 
per tray. Items that can be 
stored are large utensils 
and small appliances.
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Super Undersink Solution 
gives me so much more 
storage space which was 
totally unused.

Super
Undersink 
Solution
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Three products to 
choose from. Tray, 
Cleaning Supply and 
Trash Bins.

Sturdy metal frame  
to support the  
Cleaning Supply, Tray 
and Trash Bins.

Easy to install and 
Super convenient 
to use.

Cleaning Supply Unit

Tray Unit

Trash Bin Unit
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In most kitchens in 
India, the area under 
the kitchen sink is 
completely wasted. 
This space is used for 
dumping all kinds of 
unwanted things which 
leads to a clutter and 
becomes a home for 
pests and insects. 
Keeping this area 
clean also becomes a 
challenge. The existing 
products do not solve 
the issue of different 
piping layouts. 

Problem

Super Undersink Solution TM

Innovative touch-
free garbage bins 
and trays to store  
all cleaning 
supplies.

SKIDO brings you an amazing solution to overcome under sink storage problem. 
You have an option of a high grade plastic tray, a stainless steel cleaning supply 
unit and trash bins (Auto close and open). A strong metal frame mounted with 
sliders helps you to use all three. You can customise them as per your need and 
the sink pipe layout. You can purchase two bins and one basket or one tray, or 
two trays and four bins. You will certainly find a satisfactory combination that 
suits you.

Solution

Space allocation 
(Organization)

Ease of access

Customizable

Touch free 
trash bin lid

Ergonomic Design

Easy Installation

Super Undersink Solution (Tray Unit)
Product Code | 5526

Super Undersink Solution (Cleaning Supply Unit)
Product Code | 5527

Super Undersink Solution (Trash Bin Unit)
Product Code | 5528
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Super Undersink Solution
The Super Undersink Solution consists of 3 modular units. You can 
make your own solution according to the space and pipe layout that is 
available under the kitchen sink. 

The Super Undersink Solution is designed for fascia or doors as per 
your kitchen design. It’s carefully designed base support frame and 
metal bracket gives rigidity and stability to the structure. High Grade 
injection-moulded plastic tray can store all small items like soaps, 
scrubs, small jars and dabbas. The stainless steel cleaning supply unit 
can store big bottles and packets like detergents, liquid soaps, phenyl, 
etc. Auto opening trash bin offers you a great convenience as you don’t 
need to touch the bin everytime you need to use it.  

Corrugated Pipe 
Arrangement

Left Pipe Arrangement

Rear Pipe Arrangement Right Pipe Arrangement
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“Thoughtful and well 
designed. This will 
make grain storage 
so convenient.”

Perfect Grain
Storage
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Well distributed 
space allocation.

Super easy to slide 
in and out with 
easy access and a 
smart grip handle 
to lift the bin.

No strain, 
Ergonomic 
design that is 
easy to install. 
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Indian households 
generally stock pile 
upto 10 to 20 kg of 
grains. Large containers 
are used to store rice, 
dals, atta, etc. Usually 
these are placed in the 
lower section of the 
kitchen this placement 
makes it inaccessible 
and difficult to use. 

Problem

Perfect Grain Storage TM

Smart bins, just 
pick up and use, 
place it back 
with ease.

Godrej adds a perfect solution to the SKIDO range. These 
ergonomically designed storage bins give easy access and more 
importantly, they are easy to install. 

Solution

Space allocation 
(Organization)

Ease of access

Ease of installation

Ergonomic design

Perfect Grain Storage
Product Code | 5529
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Perfect Grain Storage

Grain storage is usually placed 
away from the sink area. Sink
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Containers are made from 
high grade plastic with a 
sturdy handle to easily lift 
it or to carry it to a chakki. 

Perfect grain storage can store a week’s ration for a 
family of four. No hassle to takeout grains from heavy 
containers daily. Due to it’s ergonomic design, it is not 
a strain to pick up the container. The special stainless-
steel frames are designed to hold the storage containers. 
The steel structure makes it durable and adds a shine. 
Smooth sliding mechanism and segregation of different 
grains makes this product essential for all kitchens. 
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This high-grade moulded plastic container is designed for durability. 
These containers not only look good, but they are portable too. Just 
pick it up to take out a portion or carry it to the Chakki. The airtight 
lid is designed to keep the moisture out and keep the contents fresh. 
Aesthetics, organisation and ergonomics are hallmarks of the SKIDO 
Perfect Grain Storage. 

Airtight lid with 
foodgrade silicon gasket 
to keep contents safe 
from moisture and 
contamination.  

Keep it 
fresh

The stainless steel basket for this solution is 
designed to be aesthetically pleasing. The strong 
structure helps to store a lot of items. The 
basket is also known as ‘Cleaning Supply Unit’. 
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Get ready to 
experience 
the SKIDO 
magic !
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“Indian Kitchens 
will never be the 
same again.”
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Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli, Mumbai - 400 079, India.
Website : www.godrejkitchensystems.com 1800 209 45 43

24 HOUR TOLL FREE
HELP LINE NO.*

ALL MOBILES AND LANDLINES
REACHABLE FROM MORE THAN 200 CITIES ACROSS INDIA

TEL: 022-61163100 (standard charges applicable)

NOW on     WHATSAPP: +91 9321665511
*conditions apply

Copyright © 2019 Godrej 
Designs registered and applied for patent by Godrej

Disclaimer: The visual/specifications of the products shown and other information in this 
catalogue are subject to change and Godrej reserves the right to make such amendments 
without notice. All designs are protected under the Indian copyright law. 
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